Will gun cleaning solvents harm the sights?
Although our new lite pipes are impervious to solvents we do not recommend cleaning
the sight itself or the lite pipe with solvent. If you do get some solvent on the lite pipe
there is nothing to worry about just go ahead and wipe it off. You can clean your lite pipe
with a soft tissue or Q-tip and a dab of alcohol if needed.
Can you ship sights to another country?
We are able to ship to most countries. However there are some countries we can’t ship to,
due to current exporting laws. Please contact HiViz for a complete list of countries and
current shipping laws.
Do you have bead replacements for shotguns?
Yes we do, the part #’s you will need are BD1007-G for green and BD1008-R for red. This is a
front bead replacement sight; it will simply screw down and replace your existing bead. It will
work on either ribbed or plain barrel shotguns with a removable front bead.
Do you have plain barrel sights for shotguns?
Yes we do, the part # you will need is MPB. This sight will simply snap on and slide up to your
existing bead. It will snap on a 12, 16 or 20 gauge shotgun. This sight will come with 4 different
lite pipes 2 diameters of red and green so you can see what is going to work out best for you.
How do I know which sight to use for my shotgun?
The best thing to do is go to the homepage and either use the search feature or left click on
any of the categories at the top of the home page. If you’re looking for a shotgun sight, click
on Shotguns and so on.
What is the difference between overmolded and interchangeable pistol sights?The
interchangeable style sight allows the user to interchange lite pipe colors due to varying light
conditions and or personal preference. This is a sight predominantly used by competitive
shooters and the everyday shooter. The overmolded sight is a sight that does not allow
changing of lite pipes. This sight has an optical grade resin injection molded through the
metal base of the site and around the lite pipe. This sight is predominately use by Law
Enforcement, Concealed carry and the everyday shooter.
How can I get replacement lite pipes?
A. You can order them on the web or by calling direct. This is not an item that dealers carry
as we offer so many different lite pipe options.
What is the difference of the newly designed pistol sights over the old style?
We have changed quite a bit on the newly designed pistol sights. The first thing we did is put a
square serrated sloped face to the sight. The slope and serrations we added will help
eliminate glare. The squared off face will give you faster target acquisition as it lines up with
the rear much faster. We also recessed the lite pipe to help eliminate what we call the halo
effect this will give you a very sharp/crisp sight picture.

Learn more about hunting gear we offer on our website.

